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1870                The Beginning of Modern Psychology in France 
 

TAINE, Hippolyte-Adolphe. De L'Intelligence (On the Intelligence). Paris: Hachette, 1870. Volume 1: original front wrap + 1 leaf 
+ TP + 1 leaf + [3]-492 + original back wrap; Volume 2: original front wrap + 1 leaf + TP + 1 leaf + [3]-508 + original back wrap, 
Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 925 
 

This is Hippolyte Taines's most important work. Regarding the psychology:  "Modern psychology.. in France may be said to begin 
in 1870, when two important books were published, Taine's De L'Intelligence and Ribot's La Psychologie anglaise contemporaine 
in which the prevailing associationism was well and clearly expounded" (Flugel, A Hundred Years of Psychology). "The history of 
psychological theories in France entered upon a new phase in 1870. Whatever else may be thought of the work done by Taine, no 
one would deny his right to be considered the leader of the empirical school and the exponent of concrete practical methods of 
study" (Brett, History of Psychology).   
 
Although Taine's philosophical views were formed early in life under the influence of Spinoza, Hegel and classical science, they 
were first systematically expounded in this book. The theory of mind presented here is based on Taine's general monism and 
determinism. In his work on intelligence Taine insists that there are no entities corresponding to words such as "faculty, 'power', 
'self'. Psychology for him is the study of facts; and in the self or ego we find no facts except 'the series of events' which are all 
reducible to sensations. In this line of thought, considered by itself, Taine goes as far as any empiricist could wish. "We think that 
there are neither minds nor bodies, but simply groups of movements present or possible, and groups of thoughts present or possible." 
And it is interesting to observe Taine's insistence on the bewitching power of language, which induces philosophers to postulate 
unreal entities that "vanish when one scrupulously examines the meaning of the words." His empiricism also shows itself in his 
rejection of the a priori method of Spinoza, a method which can do no more than reveal ideal possibilities. Any knowledge of 
existing reality must be based on and result from experience.  

 
Bound in contemporary green half-linen with marbled boards (with the original wraps bound in) and gilt lettering on the spine. Very 
minor rubbing to extremities and light foxing throughout. A beautiful copy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



1877 Freud's First Written, but Second Published, Paper – His Research on Eel Testes 
 

FREUD, Sigmund.  Beobachtungen über Gestaltung und feineren Bau der als Hoden beschiebenen Lappenorganen des 
Aals in Sitzungsberichte der kaierlichen Ajkademie der Wissenschaften, Wien,  LXXV. Bande, IV Heft, Jahrgand 1877, April. pp. 
419-431, Octavo. First Edition, Journal Issue 

$ 1,500 
 

Freud's second published paper, written at the age of twenty-one under the guidance of Carl Claus, head of the Institute of 
Comparative Anatomy in Vienna and founder of the Zoological Experimental Station at Trieste.  
 
Freud obtained a grant to travel to Trieste to work on the problem of the location and description of the eel testes. Dissecting 400 
eels, Freud tentatively confirmed Syrski's 1874 observations. Claus read his paper to the Academy of Sciences on March 15, 1877, 
and it appeared in the April issue of its Bulletin.  
 
This is actually the first scientific paper that Freud wrote for publication, although it appeared in print three months after a paper 
that he wrote for Brücke. 

 
Original publisher’s printed green wraps. The front cover is detached and has loose 1” triangular piece. Otherwise, this is a fine, uncut 
copy of this rare piece.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



1886      A Wraps Copy of Freud's Translation of His Teacher Charcot’s  
Work on Hysteria – With Freud’s Forward and Footnotes 

 

[FREUD, Sigmund – translator], CHARCOT, J. M.. Neue Vorlesungen über die Krankheiten des Nervesystems insbesondere 
über Hysterie (Lectures on the Diseases of the Nervous System, particularly relating to Hysteria). Toeplitz & Deuticke, Leipzig 
und Wien, 1886. TP + [III]-IV = Vorwort + [V]-XI = Inhalt + [1]-357. Tall Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 2,750 
 

Freud studied with Charcot at the Salpetriere from October 1885 to March 1886. While still in Paris, he offered to translate this 
third volume of Charcot's Lecons sur les maladies du systeme nerveux, which had not yet been published. Freud performed this task 
so quickly that his German translation, to which he added a preface and footnotes, was published several months before the first 
French edition, which appeared the next year in 1887. 

 
 

Publisher’s original grey wrappers with black printing to the front and rear covers – both inside and out. Wraps lightly chipped in several 
places with a former owner’s signature to the top of the front wrap dated “Wien 1886.” The text block is split into five aligned pieces 
along the spine. Occasionally uncut. Despite the splitting along the spine, this is still a remarkably well-preserved copy of this important 
early effort by Freud.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1887                  The President of Princeton Publishes on Psychology 
Just Three Years Before William James’ “Psychology” 

 

McCOSH, James. Psychology The Motive Powers. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1887. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with 
advertisement on verso (facing title page) + TP + [iii]-vi = Contents + [1]-267 + [1]-[4] = Publisher’s advertisements + 1 blank leaf, 
Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 100 
 

McCosh was “an influential represenative of ‘common-sence realism’ born in Southern Ayrshire,Scotland… educated at Glasgow 
and Edinburgh universites...  [and] appointed professor of logic and metaphysics at Queen’s College of Belfast [in 1850].  In 1868 
he came to America to serve as president of the College of New Jersey (now Princeeton University), a position he held until 1888.” 
(EP, Vol. V, pp. 225-6) He wrote on a wide variety of theological, philosophical and psychological topics and his major works 
included The Method of Divine Government, Physical and Moral (1850), The Scottish Philosophy from Hutcheson to Hamilton 
(1875), and The Emotions (1880). 
 
This book deals with the three topics of the “Emotions, Conscience and Will” and this volume is a companion to the previously 
published “Psychology, The Cognitive Powers”. Both were intended to be used primarily as textbooks in universities.  

 
Publisher’s original patterned green cloth with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. Very light fraying to top and bottom of spine 
with a touch of wear to the boards. With very occasional pencil 

   



1889                 First Edition of Bergson’s First Book 
 

BERGSON, Henri.  Essai sur les Données Immédiates de la Conscience (An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness), 
Félix Alcan, Paris, 1889. Half title + TP + Dedication Page + [VII]-VIII + [1]-182 + 1 leaf = Table des Matières, Octavo.              
First Edition.      

$ 1,000 
 

First edition of Bergson’s doctoral dissertations and his first book – translated into English in 1910 as Time and Free Will, An Essay 
on the Immediate Data of Consciousness.  
 
“In ‘Time and Free Will’ Bergson undertook to show that the recognition of real duration provides a basis for vindicating human 
freedom and disposing of determinism… Freedom of action, according to Bergson, is something directly experienced. Man feels 
himself to be free as he acts, even though he may be unable to explain the nature of his freedom. However, we are free only when 
our act springs spontaneously from our whole personality as it has evolved up to the moment of action.” (EP, Vol. 1, p. 288) 
 
“This thin volume contains… a complete system of metaphysics. It bears all the traits of an early work of genius in which… the 
germs of the author’s entire philosophy are contained.” (Müller-Freienfels, pp. 89-92) 
 

Bound in beautifully preserved, original printed green wrappers Spine a bit darkened. Elegant ink inscription to top right corner of half 
title: “F. Olivier / Lausanne, Sept. 94”. A very pretty and well-preserved, untrimmed copy.  

 

   



1890                       Simon Patten’s Copy of The Principles of Psychology 

The First Edition, Second Printing of William James Psychological Masterwork 
 

The Principles of Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1890. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with book ads on recto 
+ TP + Dedication page + v-vii = Preface + ix-xii = Contents + [1]-689 + 1 blank leaf; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with book 
ads on verso + TP + iii-vi = Contents + [1]-704 + [1]-8 = ads for The American Science Series + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition, 
Second Printing (McDermott 1890-4).  

$ 1,000 
 

PROVENANCE: This copy was owned 
by Simon Nelson Patten (1852–1922), an 
influential economist, prolific writer and 
the chair of the Wharton School of 
Business at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Most important, Patten was 
famous for his claim that the economy 
would shift from an emphasis on 
production to one driven by consumption. 
The result of this, he said, would take 
America from an “economics of scarcity” 
to an “economics of abundance”, 
producing a society that would have 
enough wealth to satisfy everyone’s basic 
needs. 
 
EDITION: Harvard speculates that the 
first printing of Psychology had a print run 
of 1,000 copies but the great rarity of the 
first printing (characterized most easily by 
the hyphenated “Psy-chology” opposite 
the title page) versus this second printing 
is legendary and somewhat mystifying if, 
in fact, that many copies of the first 
printing were actually made. Clearly errors 
were caught early in the press run and 
quickly corrected. (see James, Psychology, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
1981, p. 1577.) 
 
As called for in Harvard’s definitive 
edition, this second printing has the 
unhyphenated “Psychology” in the book 
ads opposite the title page. In addition, it 
also has two corrections to the errors found 
in the first printing: “not the sole seat of 
intellect” rather than “the seat of 
intellectual power” (Vol. 1, p. 10, l. 9-10) 
and “object of some absent sensation” 
rather than “object of some absent object 
of sensation” (Vol. 2, p. 101, l. 20).  
 
[See the listing above for more details on the content and significance of this book.] 
 

Original publisher’s dark green bindings with gilt lettering on the spine. The covers are fairly well preserved with just a few bits of 
spotting and wear. Both spines are lightly tattered and torn at the top and bottom with one small (½”) triangular chip missing from the 
top rear of Volume 1. The inside front cover of Volume 1 is cracked but holding firm. The handwritten signature and date of its former 
owner appear on both of the front blanks (“Simon N. Patten / Feb. 25 / 92”). Patten obviously donated these two volumes to the 
University of Pennsylvania library although there is no indication of them being treated as library books other than a single blue ink 
withdrawal notice (“Withdrawn from U. of PA. Library”) in each book (at the bottom of the Dedication page in Volume 1 and the 
bottom of the first Contents page of Volume 2). A somewhat unsophisticated, but perfectly respectable copy of the second issue of this 
important work by William James.  



1892                   His Masterful Abridgement of The Principles of Psychology 

“to make it more directly available for class-room use”  
 

American Science Series, Briefer Course: Psychology. Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1892. 1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with 
publisher’s advertisements on verso + TP + [iii]-v = Preface + [vii]-xiii =Contents + [1]-478 + 1 blank leaf + [1]-8 = Publisher’s 
advertisements, small Octavo. First Edition, Third Printing (McDermott 1892-1). 

 

$ 200 
 

Henry Holt did four distinct printings of this work in 1892 – 
all with identical title pages. The first printing was on 
January 11th (“1,000 copies”), the second on January 14th 
(“either 1,000 or 500” copies), the third in March (“perhaps 
500” copies) and the fourth in December – bleeding over 
into January (an indeterminate number).  
 
These can be distinguished by the following issue points:  
 

 the first lacks the reference to page “218” at the 
bottom of page 244 
 

 the second has the words “sexual passion” (rather 
than “sexual instinct”) on page 94, line 23 
 

 the third has the change to “sexual instinct” on 
page 94 and 21 lines of type on page 279 
 

 the fourth by all of these along with 26 lines of type 
on page 279 (rather than 21).  

 
 

[See The Works of William James, Psychology: Briefer 
Course, Harvard University Press, Cambridge & 
London, 1984, pp. 473-474 for these details.] 

 
Both James and his publisher wanted a smaller, more 
manageable version of the two-volume Principles of 
Psychology, so he significantly revised the work which 
resulted in this condensed version. As he noted in the 
Preface: 
 

In preparing the following abridgement of my larger 
work, the Principles of Psychology, my chief aim has 
been to make it more directly available for class-room 
use. For this purpose I have omitted several whole 
chapters and rewritten others. I have left out all the 
polemical and historical matter, all the metaphysical 
discussions and purely speculative passages, most of 
the quotations, all of the book-references, and (I trust) 
all the impertinences, of the larger work, leaving to the 
teacher the choice of orally restoring as much of this material as may seem to him good, along with his own remarks on 
the topics successively studied. Knowing how ignorant the average student is of physiology, I have added brief chapters 
on the various senses.  
 
 In sum, he stated, “about two fifths of the volume is either new or rewritten, the rest is ‘scissors and paste.’” 
 
The book was a tremendous success as can be seen from the fact that it needed four printings in just the first year and went 
through a total of twelve printings prior to James death in 1910.  

 
Publisher’s original pebble-grained embossed green cloth binding with the series title (top), title and author (middle) and publisher 
(bottom) in embossed on both the front and rear boards and gilt lettering for the same on the spine. A near fine, tight, bright and clean 
copy of this scarce work.  

   



1899              The Principles of Psychology Applied to the Art of Teaching 
 

Talks to Teachers on Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1899. 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + [iii]-xi + 
half-title + [3]-301 + 303-305 = book ads + 1 leaf, Octavo. First Edition, Second Printing (McDermott 1899-7).  

 

$ 225 
James “self-published” this book, i.e. he contracted with a 
Boston printer to print it and then made a separate contract 
with Henry Holt of New York to distribute it for him.  
 
There were two printing of this work made on May 6th and 
September 30th of 1899. They were both from the same plates 
and are most easily distinguishable by their size and by the 
number of dots after the word “Relaxation” in the Table of 
Contents on page xi. This second printing is a bit smaller than 
the “large paper edition” [see the copy below] measuring 
only 7¾” x 5”and it has just four (rather than six) dots after 
the work “Relaxation.”  (See the Harvard Standard Edition 
of James works, Talks to Teachers, 1983, pp. 266-7.)  

 
This is a collection of lectures first delivered in the summer 
of 1892 and then several times later. The "talks" to teachers 
consist essentially of material from James' great Principles 
of Psychology applied to the art of teaching. Some topics 
include 'Psychology and the teaching art', 'The child as a 
behaving organism' and 'The law of habit'. The three final 
essays, which James called 'Talks to Students', include "the 
two essays which best express his social creed, 'On a Certain 
Blindness in Human Beings' and 'What Makes A Life 
Significant?' Their theme is the inherent preciousness of each 
unique human life, viewed from within; the unsuspected 
presence under a drab exterior, of adventure, courage and 
emotional warmth; and hence the need of tolerance and 
imaginative sympathy in human relations.” (DAB) 

 
Publisher’s original dark green cloth with gilt lettering on front 
cover and spine. Just the most minor of shelf wear. With the 
former owner’s (William A. Grier) ticket to the middle of the 
inside of the front cover. The front free endpaper is detached for 
the first 4”from the top. Otherwise, this is a clean, tight and bright 
copy of this work.  
 
 

A Beautifully Preserved Presentation Copy of Talks to Teachers on Psychology 
 

Talks to Teachers on Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1899. 1 leaf with book ads on verso + TP + [iii]-xi + 
half-title + [3]-301 + 303-305 = book ads + 1 leaf, Octavo. First Edition, First Printing (McDermott 1899-7).  

 

$ 550 
 

A presentation copy sent by the publisher to Colin S. Buell, the author of Essentials of Psychology which had been published the 
year before. Inscribed by the printer (or perhaps the publisher) on the inside of the front cover: “Colin S. Buell / May 1, 1899 / From 
the Author.” There is also a laid in, preprinted card which reads: “With the compliments of / the AUTHOR” above which has been 
written “Colin S. Buell” and below it “May 1, 1899” – again, in the printer’s or publisher’s hand (not James).  
 
James “self-published” this book, i.e. he contracted with a Boston printer to print it and then made a separate contract with Henry 
Holt of New York to distribute it for him.  
 
There were two printing of this work made on May 6th and September 30th of 1899. They were both from the same plates and are 
most easily distinguishable by their size and the number dots after the word “Relaxation” in the Table of Contents on page xi. This 
is a “large paper edition” copy measuring 7⅞” x 5½” and it has the required six dots after “Relaxation.” (See the Harvard Standard 
Edition of James works, Talks to Teachers, 1983, pp. 266-7.) 



[See the listing above for more details on the content and significance of this book.] 
 

James undoubtedly sent this copy to Buell to compliment him on the publication of his own book which was written as a textbook 
in psychology for younger students. Colin S. Buell was Principal of Williams Memorial Institute in New London CT and his books, 
Essentials of Psychology was published by Ginn & Company of Boston in 1898. In the preface to that book, he paid compliments 
to James for his help with the book while explaining his own purposes for writing this work: 

 
 

It has long been a favorite theory of the author that even the more profound subjects are capable of comprehension by the 
average high-school student, if presented in the simplicity of the truth. It is in accordance with this theory that this book 
has been prepared.  
 

For several years it has been the author’s privilege and 
pleasure to lead a class, varying in numbers from twenty-five 
to forty, through the delightful paths of psychological 
science. The main difficulty has been in securing a text-book 
that would give just what was needed, and allow at the same 
time that privilege which all intelligent beings should enjoy 
– a privilege too often lost sight bf in the preparation of text-
books – the privilege of doing a little independent thinking. 
The condensed editions of the longer treatises seemed to 
retain too much of the university flavor, too much of the 
philosophy of the subject, while for a psychology suited 
exactly to the needs of the normal and high school there 
seemed to be a growing demand. With the intention of 
gratifying the authors own pupils, and many friends of more 
advanced age, and with the hope that in so doing he might 
also reach the wants of others, the preparation of this little 
book has been undertaken. 
 

The author disclaims any great originality in the subject-
matter. Indeed, with such writers in English in the field as 
James, Sully, Ladd, and many others, to say nothing of 
numerous German authors, originality would seem to be 
hardly possible. The method of treatment, the choice of the 
subjects treated, and the order of treatment are, however, so 
far as he knows, his own.  
 

It is hoped that the style which has been adopted will meet 
the wants of students in high and normal schools, and at the 
same time will not seem too familiar for that large number 
of people who are anxious to learn something of Psychology 
in connection with their ordinary reading. The paragraphs 
have been arranged with special reference to the needs of the 
student, and the side-heads will suit his convenience in 
reviews, and also permit the use of the topical method.  
 

The author has found himself constantly tempted to a fuller 
discussion of many topics, but, having set the limits 
beforehand, has rigidly held himself within bounds.  
 

The questions and problems, some of which may seem trivial, others too difficult, will be found to render valuable 
assistance in attaining one of the objects of the book, the development of the psychologic faculties of the student. All these 
questions and problems, as well as the illustrations and examples, which are very few in number, are but suggestive in 
character, and will, of course, be supplemented by those who may use the book. Doubtless some assistance will be needed 
occasionally, but it should not be given until the student has failed to answer for himself for’ “a man’s reach should exceed 
his grasp.”  
 

…The author, expresses his thanks to all those who have assisted in the preparation of this book. Especial mention should 
be made of Prof. William James, of Harvard, who has made several valuable suggestions, and of Dr. A. F. Blaisdell, 
who has kindly permitted the use of several cuts from his Practical Physiology.  
 

COLIN S. BUELL. NEW LONDON, CONN., July 27, 1898. 
 
Publisher’s original dark green cloth with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. With the presentation annotations inside as noted above.  
A clean, tight, bright and beautifully preserved copy of this work.  



1910 C.G. Jung Offprint Inscribed to Famed American Psychiatrist, Dr. Adolf Meyer 
 

JUNG, C. G.. Über Konflikte der Kindlichen Seele (On Conflict in the Child’s Soul). Franz Deuticke, Leipzig und Wien, 
1910. Original front wrap [inscribed] +TP + [1]-26 + original rear wrap, Octavo. Inscribed First Edition Ofprint. 

$ 2,250 
 
Inscribed along the top edge of the front wrap: “Dr. A. Meyer – Johns Hopkins University / with the author’s / compliments.”  

 
Carl Jung accompanied Sigmund Freud to the famous psychiatric convocation at Clark College, Worchester, Massachusetts in 
August of 1909, where he met Dr. Adolf Meyer who was regarded as the “dean of American psychiatrists.” Both Freud and Jung, 
along with Adolf Meyer, were given honorary degrees by the College at the conclusion of their meetings.  
 

 
 
 



Meyer, one of America’s preeminent psychiatrist, had just been appointed at Professor of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University 
– a job that he held until 1941. Meyer was skeptical of many of Freud’s theories (as was another participant, William James), but 
felt more in tune with the ideas being put forward by Jung. In the well-known group photo taken at that conference, Meyer stands 
confidently in the front row on Jung’s immediate left.  
 
At the conference, Jung read this paper, On Conflict in the Child’s Soul (along with one on diagnostic association experiments that 
he was then conducting) and inscribed a copy of this offprint to his new friend, Meyer, when it became available the following year.  
 
The two men met again in 1913 when Jung returned to American and delivered his Fordham lectures – talks presenting views that 
were no longer in agreement with much of Freud’s basic theories and much more in line with the more pragmatic approaches being 
espoused in the United States by Meyer and James. 
 
In this paper, Jung discussed the conflicts in the mind of a child, using his own daughter as an example. The paper was reviewed in 
the Journal for Psychoanalysis by the then still-editor, Alfred Adler – who also had not yet made his complete break with Freud at 
this time. According to Adler’s review, Jung’s interpretations were astute as well as intelligently moderate. However, he described 
Jung’s views as “strictly bound to the main threads of Freud’s libido teachings,” and offer his own emerging Adlerian analysis, 
focusing on the purpose of behavior and the use of emotion: “With all sorts of subterfuges, the child tries to gain security through 
fear and knowledge.” Adler finished by noting that “analyses such as Jung’s are the delectable gift of psychoanalysis. Their value 
lies not only in confirming questionable results, but also in opening new perspectives.”  
 
A lovely offprint with an inscription carrying some significant association with the history of interactions between European and 
American psychiatrists in the early decades of the 20th century while simultaneously being a paper with an historical link to the 
Freud/Jung/Adler controversies that rent the psychoanalytic movement apart just before the First World War.  

 
The original wraps had obviously become detached at some time in the past and have been skillfully reattached using a small (and 
well-matched) strip of spine material.  Otherwise, a gorgeous inscribed  
 
 

1914    Jung’s First Foray  
in Group Publishing  

after his Break with Freud 
 

 
JUNG, C.G. (1875-1961).editor. Psychologische 

Abhandlungen: Band I (Psychological Papers: 
Volume 1). Franz Deuticke, Leipzig und Wien, 1914. 
TP + [i] = Editor’s page + [iii] = Inhalt + 1-211, Octavo. 
First Edition.  

$ 175 
 

 
Five papers by some of Jung’s early followers. This was 
one of the first productions of the Jungian school after 
his break with Freud.  With contributions by J.B.Lang 
on psychoanalytical resistance, and on the psychological 
meaning of paranoia, H. Schmidt on the psychology of 
the incendiary and C. Schneiter on archaic elements in 
the delusions of a paranoid.:  
 
A second volume was published 1919. 

 
Publisher’s green-gray wraps printed with black lettering on 
all four sides and along the spine. A beautiful copy.  
 
 

 
  



1924             “Weightiest Contribution to Psychoanalysis” 
 

ABRAHAM, Karl.  Versuch einer Entwicklungsgeschichte der Libido auf Grund der Psychoanalyse Seelischer 
Störungen (An Attempt of a Developmental History of the Libido Grounded in the Psychoanalysis of Mental Disturbances). 
Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag, Leipzig/Wien/Zürich, 1924 (Neue Arbeiten zur ärztlichen Psychoanalyse Heft 2). TP + 
half title + [5]-96 + [97] = Inhalt. Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 225 
 

Karl Abraham was an early German psychoanalyst and a correspondent of Freud who once called him his “best pupil.” Abraham 
founded the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute and was the president of the International Psychoanalytic Association from 1914 to 
1918 and again in 1925.  
 
He collaborated with Freud on the understanding of manic-depressive illness, leading to Freud's paper on 'Mourning and 
Melancholia' in 1917. He also studied the role of infant sexuality in character development and mental illness and, like Freud, 
suggested that if psychosexual development is fixated at some point, mental disorders will likely emerge. 

 
This volume contains the standard presentation of the child's psychosexual stages in which Abraham subdivided the three primary stages into six 
– i.e. oral (1 - sucking; 2 - biting), anal-sadistic (1 - destructive and expulsive; 2 - mastering and retaining), and genital ( 1 - phallic; 2 - adult).  
 
Ernest Jones called this publication "Abraham's weightiest contribution to psychoanalysis" (Selected Papers of Abraham, p. 19). 
 

Original publisher's printed ivory wrappers with black printing to the front and rear covers (inside and out) along with the spine. Very 
lightly chipped and cracked. A completely uncut copy that is tight, handsome and near fine. 
  



The RARE TYPESCRIPTS and PRIVATE MULTIGRAPH PRINTINGS of 
NINETEEN SEMINARS conducted by C. G. JUNG – A Brief Overview 

 

Between 1923 and 1941, Carl Jung delivered and moderated nineteen private seminars (some in English and others in German) on a 
variety of different topics. Until 1948, there was no formal Jungian training institute so – other than personal analysis with Jung himself 
– participation in these seminars were the primary method for training Jungian analysts during these early years.  
 

The attendance at these seminars was strictly limited to small, ‘by invitation only’ groups.  A transcription of Jung’s comments and his 
exchanges with the participants was made during the seminar and then privately printed for distribution to the attending group members 
and to other interested ‘insiders.’  
 

These privately printed, Multigraphed volumes typically carried a stern warning against further distribution – the following being a 
typical example that appeared in the front of each volume of the Psychological Analysis of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra [1934/39]: 
 

This report is strictly for the use of members of the Seminar with the understanding that it shall not be circulated. Dr. 
Jung expressly asks that it shall not be lent, nor may any part be quoted for publication, without his permission. 

 

In 1957, Jung dropped this injunction against further dissemination and, to date, nine of these seminars have been published – although 
these re-issues typically rely on the later, further-edited second edition Multigraph copies of these seminars for their texts. 
 

The dates and titles of these seminars (along with their locations) were as follows: 
 

1923 – Human Relationships, Polzeath, England [The Cornwall Seminar] 
1925 – Analytical Psychology, Zürich 
1925 – Dreams and Symbolism, Swanage, England   [The Swanage Seminar]  
1928-1930 – Dream Analysis, Zürich 
1930 – Deutsche Seminar I, Zürich 
1931 – Deutsche Seminar II, Zürich 
1930-1934 – Interpretation of Visions, Zürich 
1932 – Kundalini Yoga, Zürich  [The Tantra Yoga Seminars]  

1932 – Kundalini Yoga, Zürich [the German Transcription / Translation] 
1933 – Berliner Seminar, Berlin 
1933-1941 – Modern Psychology, Zürich 
1934-1939 – Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, Zürich 
1934 – Basel Seminar, Basel 
1935 – Five Lectures, London  [The London Lectures – also called The Tavistock Lectures] 
1935-1936 – Lectures at the ETH, Zürich 
1936-1937 – Dream Symbols, Bailey Island, ME & New York City [The Bailey Island  & The New York Seminars] 
1936-1937 – Seminar über Kinderträume, Zürich 
1937 – Bericht über die Berliner Vorträge, Berlin 
1938-1939 – Psychologische Interpretations von Kinderträume, Zürich 

                             1938-1939 – Psychological Interpretations of Children’s Dreams [the English Translation] 
1939-1940 – Psychologische Interpretation von Kinderträume, Zürich 

 

In addition, there were two contemporary Indexes compiled and printed as an aid in navigating three of the larger seminars:  
 

1932 – Index to Dream Analysis & Visions 
1939 – Index to Analytic Psychology, Dream Analysis & Visions 

 
This comprehensive list – from Lisa Ress’ General Bibliography of C. G. Jung’s Writings [The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, Volume 
19, Princeton University Press, 1979, pp. 209-215] – notes that sixteen of these nineteen seminars were originally published as 
“multigraphed typescript[s]” – and implies that two more were also printed in this same manner. The first seminar – the 1923 Cornwall 
Seminar – is an unpublished typescript (i.e. not multigraphed but typed carbon copies).   
 

The bibliographer did not get a chance to inspect two of these rare Multigraph printings – the 1934 Basel Seminar and the 1937 Berlin 
Bericht – although Multigraph copies are known to exist and information on these two printings is supplied.  Ress’ bibliography implies 
that there is no known copy of the 1935/36 ETH Lectures – since her listing lacks even the most basic information on this publication.  
 

The editor, William McGuire, has provided a lovely glimpse of what it was like to attend one of these very special and private seminars 
with Jung in his “Introduction” to the 1989 Princeton University Press publication of Jung’s 1925 Notes on the Seminar in Analytical 
Psychology (pp. x-xi):  



When, on Wednesday morning at eleven… Doctor Jung enters the long room at the 
Psychology Club, where his Seminar is held, smiling with a deep friendliness at this 
or that face, the brown portfolio which he hugs to his side seems to be the repository 
of this joint account – the collective account of a small international group whose 
common interest is the psyche. An involuntary hush falls on the room as Jung himself 
stands quiet and grave for a moment, looking down at his manuscript as a sailor might 
look at his compass, relating it to the psychological winds and waves whose impact 
he had felt on his passage from the door. The hush in the assembly means not only 
reverence but intense expectation. What world adventure shall we have today with 
this creative thinker? What question, like the stroke of a bronze bell, will he leave 
ringing in our minds? What drastic vision of our age will he give us that will help us 
to lose our sense of problems, subjective and oppressive, and move into a more 
universal and objective realm.  

[McGuire quoting from Doctor Jung, A Portrait, Harper’s, May, 1931] 
 
Jung moderated these seminars in a variety of venues around the world – from the United 
States (Bailey Island, Maine & New York City) to England (London and two more remote 
locations) and, on the Continent, from Berlin, Germany to Basel and Zürich, Switzerland. 
Almost two-thirds of these seminars were conducted in Zürich at the Eidgenössische 
Technische Hochschule (the Swiss Federal Technical University). According to Jung’s 

own estimate, the ETH lecture hall in Zürich, which was used for so many of these seminars, “could accommodate 60 seats” (Sonu 
Shamdasani, The Psychology of Kundalini, Princeton University Press, 1996, p. xxxvii) – although some of the seminars, especially the 
early ones, did not have that many participants.  
 
In the later published versions of these seminars, several of the Introductions contain a list of known participants to these seminars – 
although it is clearly indicated that these lists are meant to be only of  people who were definitely in attendance and does not include 
others who might have anonymously attended one or more of the seminars sessions. Those numbers are as follows: Analytic Psychology 
[1925] – 26 attendees; Dream Analysis [1928/30] – 53 attendees; Visions [1930/34] - 80 attendees; Kundalini Yoga [1932] – 24 attendees; 
Zarathustra [1934/39] – 74 attendees. NOTE that these numbers are composites and include people who may have attended just some 
of these seminar sessions. One attendee, Barbara Hannah, has stated in her book, Jung, His Life and Work (B.P. Putnam’s Sons, New 
York 1976) that “never… did [attendance] exceed about fifty” (p. 193).  
 
There is little known about exactly how many Multigraph copies were printed for each of these seminars. Between 1934 and 1939, the 
Zarathustra Seminar was published in ten volumes with an index that was issued in 1942. From the records preserved in the Mary Foote 
Collection held at Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book Library, we know that the first five of these books had 100 copies printed. This number 
went up to 120 for the next two volumes and then up to 150 copies for each for the final three books. The concluding comprehensive 
Index was printed in an edition of just 110 copies. Certainly there was significant interest in these seminars among Jungian analysts and 
the ten volumes went into a second Multigraph edition early in the 1940s.  
 
Further circumstantial evidence regarding the number of copies typically printed comes from the six numbered copies of Jung’s seminars 
offered in our Catalog 9 (Important Books in the History of Modern Psychology and Psychoanalysis) where items #48, 49, 55. 58, 59 & 
61 are numbered 61, 130, 102, 35, 123 and 17 respectively. These numbers imply a similarly limited press run for these private printings 
of Jung’s seminars and underline their rarity. 
 
There were a variety of editors for these seminar printings – although Mary Foote was the person who was most frequently responsible 
for their production. Clearly, Ms. Foote was the individual who, after assuming her role as editor in October of 1929, set the standard 
for all subsequent transcriptions and printings of Jung’s seminars.  
 
These scarce privately printed records of Jung’s seminars are valuable and important for a number of reasons – not least of which is the 
ability to see one of the more influential minds of the 20th century at work in a charged and challenging, but collegial atmosphere. In 
these seminars, Jung was clearly working out the details of his ideas and testing the validity and applicability of his methods in relation 
to a wide variety of topics – all the while teaching students by actually talking them through a practical application of his theories in 
relation to the topic at hand. In addition, the first seminar of 1925 contains a remarkable number of biographical details that are supplied 
in Jung’s efforts to explain his own growth as a man, a thinker and a psychologist. 
 
Beginning with the next item and then appearing chronologically throughout this list are first (and occasionally second) edition copies 
of nine of these nineteen seminars along with a later English translations of one and the final Index prepared by Mary Briner. They are 
highlighted in yellow on the previous page.  
. 
 
 



1925          The First of Jung’s Seminars to be Privately Printed  
and Circulated among His Students 

 

JUNG, C. G. Notes on the Seminar in Analytical Psychology Conducted By Dr. C.G. Jung Zurich March 23 - July 6, 
1925; Arranged by Members of the Class. [Privately printed], [Zürich], [1925/1926]. First Edition Multigraph Copy. 

 

$ 3,200 
The ‘synopsis’ for the edited publication of Analytic Psychology (Princeton University Press, 1989) notes that: 

 

For C. G. Jung, 1925 was a watershed year. He turned fifty, visited the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and the tribesmen 
of East Africa, published his first book on the principles of analytical psychology meant for the lay public, and gave the 
first of his formal seminars in English.  
 

The seminar, conducted in weekly meetings during the spring and summer, began with a notably personal account of the 
development of his thinking from 1896 up to his break with Freud in 1912. It moved on to discussions of the basic tenets 
of analytical psychology--the collective unconscious, typology, the archetypes, and the anima/animus theory. In the 
elucidation of that theory, Jung analyzed in detail the symbolism in Rider Haggard's She and other novels. Besides these 
literary paradigms, he made use of case material, examples in the fine arts, and diagrams. 

 

And, on pages x-xi of the Introduction to that book, the editor, William McGuire provides a lovely glimpse of what it was like to 
attend one of these very special and private seminars with Jung: 
 

When, on Wednesday morning at eleven… Doctor Jung enters the long room at the Psychology Club, where his 
Seminar is held, smiling with a deep friendliness at this or that face, the brown portfolio which he hugs to his side 
seems to be the repository of this joint account – the collective account of a small international group whose common 
interest is the psyche. An involuntary hush falls on the room as Jung himself stands quiet and grave for a moment, 
looking down at his manuscript as a sailor might look at his compass, relating it to the psychological winds and waves 
whose impact he had felt on his passage from the door. The hush in the assembly means not only reverence but intense 
expectation. What world adventure shall we have today with this creative thinker? What question, like the stroke of a 
bronze bell, will he leave ringing in our minds? What drastic vision of our age will he give us that will help us to lose 
our sense of problems, subjective and oppressive, and move into a more universal and objective realm. [McGuire 
quoting from Doctor Jung, A Portrait, Harper’s, May, 1931] 

 

This is an important, personal and intimate view of Jung’s thought and methods during the early years of his practice and teaching 
– including a significant amount of biographical material – providing an important and interesting look into Jung’s life and thought. 

 
NOTE: This is the first of Jung’s seminars to be transcribed and printed – here for the benefit of the 27 seminar attendees and other 
interested parties. The text was edited and prepared for printing by Cary F. de Angelo (whose name and the date of November 19th, 
1925 appear on each of these four Forward pages) and there is no clear internal evidence to indicate which of these typings and 
printings was done before the other. (This confusion over printing priority is also a problem in the 1928 printing of Part I of  Jung’s 
Dreams Analysis Seminars – see item #44 below.) 
 

Cary de Angelo is better known as Cary F. Baynes – the name that appears on her widely-read translation of the I Ching. According 
to William McGuire’s Introduction to the publication of this seminar in 1989, she was a “friend of Jung” and “a central figure in 
the world of analytic psychology” (Analytic Psychology, Princeton University Press, 1989, p. xiii).  
 

However, in 1930, when Mary Foote assumed responsibility for the editing and preparation of the texts for Parts IV through VI of 
Jung’s Dreams Analysis Seminars (and for all of his subsequent seminars), these questions of printing priority disappear. Ms. Foote 
was nothing but methodical and possessed of sufficient foresight to ensure that enough copies were made during the press run of 
each Multigraph printing to satisfy the initial demand. She also preserved fairly comprehensive records of these printings – those 
records now being housed and available for study at Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book Library.  

 
In our comprehensive Catalog 9, Important Books in the History of Modern Psychology and Psychoanalysis, we noted that there 
are four distinct Multigraph printings of this seminar – one of which is surely the first edition, but we have yet to determine exactly 
which one of these copies qualifies for that title. This copy corresponds to item 34b in that catalog as follows: 
 

34b: TP + 1 leaf = Forward page + [1]-227. 8½” x 10¾”.  Original Multilith Printing. 
 

With a TYPESET title page – simply noting “Copyright” at the bottom. The quality of the text is crisp and clean – as if it 
were reproduced from an original typed sheet. The ILLUSTRATIONS are all printed – a simple line drawing at the bottom 
of page 125 and full-page Diagrams 1 through 10 appearing on pages 138, 150, 153, 157, 165, 169, 176, 178, 180 & 186 
respectively.  

 



This is a privately-printed Multigraph volume with unprinted olive-grey card covers and it is bound with three large staples. The spine 
is covered with black canvas tape which is lifted a bit along the bottom edge of the spine. The hand-written date “1923” has been added 
to the spine. Overall, a lovely copy of this scarce private printing of one of Jung’s earliest seminars.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1927          Reik’s Essays on “How to Become a Psychologist”  
 

REIK, Theodor. Wie man Psychologe wir (How to Become a Psychologist). Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag, 
Leipzig/Wien/Zürich, 1927. Half title + TP + Dedication page + 7-126 + [127] = Inhalt + [129]-[135] = Publisher’s ads. Octavo.             
First Edition.  

$ 250 
 

The first edition in book form, of an important lecture given by the author on September, 1925 at the International Psychoanalytic 
Congress in Hamburg, Germany along with two talks presented to the Vienna Society in January and February of 1926. The last 
two were entitled “Psychology and Depersonalization” and “The Psychological Meaning of Silence” (which focused primarily on 
silence as it applied to the analyst).  

 
Original yellow wrappers with printing in black on the front and the spine. Overall, a very pretty copy. 
 

 

 

 

   



1930‐34         First Edition Multigraph Copies of All Eleven Parts  
of Jung’s Famous Visions Seminars including 
the Twelfth Part Containing 29 Illustrations  

(8 of which are present here as color facsimiles) 
 

JUNG, C. G. Interpretation of Visions given by Dr. C. G. Jung, [Privately printed], Zurich, 1930-1934. Part I: TP + “Edited by 
Mary Foote” page + [1]-283; Part II: TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + [1]-275; Part 3: TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + 
[1]-201; Part 3: TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + [1]-201; Part 4: TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + [1]-163 +[1]-5 = Index 
of Dreams & Visions; Part 5:  TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-249; Part 6:  TP + “Edited by Mary 
Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-230; Part 7:  TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-133; 
Part 8:  TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-159; Part 9:  TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + 
Restricted Usage page + [1]-178; Part 10:  TP + “Edited by Mary Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-227; Part 11:  TP + 
“Edited by Mary Foote” page + Restricted Usage page + [1]-190; Part 12:  29 loose pages with a hand-numbered photostatic 
illustration on each page. 8½” x 10¾ ” Note that the covers on Parts 9-11 are sized 11” rather than closely trimmed to 10¾” as are 
the first 8 volumes. The loose sheets Part 12 are 7” x 9¾”. First Edition Multigraph Copies. 

$ 5,500  
 

In her Introduction to the 1997 edition of these seminars (published by Princeton University Press), the editor, Claire Douglas notes 
that: 
 

The seminar contains some of Jung’s most psychologically revealing work. The effect of Jung’s manner on the subject 
under discussion, as well as on his listeners then and readers now, makes this seminar one of the most problematical and 
interesting segment of Jung’s work.  
 
Jung used the Visions Seminar to bring his emerging theory of archetypal psychology to life through the clinical material 
of an analysand, Christiana Morgan. She was an American woman who, at twenty-eight and during a period of personal 
crisis, set out on an imaginal quest similar in many respects to the one Jung had undertaken after his traumatic break with 
Freud. In comparing Morgan’s feminine twin to his own more masculine inner journey, Jung was able to demonstrate 
for the first time how the archetypal image becomes humanized in analysis and also how he works concretely with 
the problem of typology and the development of the inferior function. Perhaps nowhere else does Jung so dramatically 
illustrate the redeeming power and affective intensity of the collective-unconscious imagery that was both the center 
of his patient’s preoccupations and the gateway to her healing and development.  

 
 

EDITIONS: 
 

NOTE that this set is a first edition printing and that both Douglas’ 1997 edited version of these Seminars and the earlier, 1976, 
reissue of these seminars are based on the revised text that was prepared by Mary Foote for the second edition Multigraph 
printing issued in 1939-1941. In preparing this second edition, Foote made extensive deletions, addition and edits to this earliest 
version of the Seminars – as can be clearly seen in her original hand-edited copies of this first edition printing which is currently 
housed in Yale’s Beinecke Library.  
 
This unedited original text is accessible ONLY in this first edition printing.  
 
 

PROVENANCE: 
 

Part I & 7  have the name of “Eleanor Bertine” neatly written in ink in the top right corner of the front free end paper. Eleanor 
Bertine was, of course, one of the “first generation of Jungian analysts” and one of the three central figures in bringing 
Jung’s theories to the United States – working in close and constant partnership with both Kristine Mann and Esther 
Harding; a group that William McGuire refers to as the “New York troika” (Analytic Psychology, Princeton University 
Press, 1989, p. viii). Bertine was a classmate of Mann at Cornell where they both earned their medical degrees in 1913. 
During the 1920s, they began analysis with Jung in Switzerland and in 1924 they decided to join Harding in establishing 
an analytic practice in the United States. She was a faithful and regular participant in Jung’s seminars. 

 
 

ILLUSTRATIONS: 
 

Part 12 is nothing more than a set of covers acting as a folder holding the twenty-nine illustrations. The first twenty-one of 
these are photostatic prints pasted onto heavy paper and loosely inserted in the folder. The final eight illustrations are 
provided in color facsimiles. Each illustration has a number from 1 to 29 hand-lettered in ink beneath it. The first twenty-
four illustrations were mounted on heavy tan paper while the remaining five were are pasted onto heavy grey paper.  

 



CONDITION: 
 

Part I to 11: Each of the eleven volumes is an original Multigraph copy with the single-sided text bound using three large 
staples. The covers are marbled blue boards with blue canvas tape on the spine. Each volume has identifying information 
written on the spine in broad yellow paint of some sort – ranging from “V / I / A / 30” to “V / XI / W / 34”. The “V” indicated 
Volume, the “A” and “W” being abbreviations for “Autumn” and “Winter” and the number indicating the year. The covers 
show just a bit of wear but nothing truly worth remarking.  
 
There is a small typed piece of paper pasted to the inside front cover of the first four volumes reading: “This report is strictly 
for the use of members of the Seminar, with the understanding that it is not to be circulated.” In the remaining volumes this 
information is printed on the “Restricted Usage page” as noted in the collation at the top.  

 
 

Part 12: A ‘folder-like’ affair using the cover and spine materials that were used in all the other volumes. The two halves of 
the covers are held together by the worn and lightly frayed canvas tape on the spine. There is a taped label to the front 
cover reading: “Drawings / Visions” and another small taped label along the front top of the spine reading “Visions”.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                       A Complete Set of Jung’s Visions Seminar Notes 



1931                        Second Multigraph Printing of Jung’s First Deutsche Lecture 
with 63 Photostatic Illustrations Bound In 

 

JUNG, C. G. Bericht über das Deutsche Seminar 
von Dr. C. G. Jung, 6. – 11. Oktober 1930 in 
Küsnacht – Zürich (Report on the German Seminar 
by…),[Privately printed], Stuttgart, 1931. TP + 2-
113 + [114]-[134] = 21 leaves with 51 illustrations 
+ [135] = Inhaltsverzeichnis; 8” x 11⅜”. Second 
Edition. 

$ 250 
 

These lectures were Jung’s first public foray into 
Kundalini Yoga (a topic he would take up in much 
more detail in the Tantra Yoga Seminars of 1932) as 
well as his first public use of the “visions” of 
Christina Morgan (which formed the basis of his 
much more extensive Visions Seminars given from 
1930 to 1934). In his opening statement to the 
Visions Seminars, Jung made explicit reference to 
these German-language lectures that he had just 
concluded:  
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: …I have just given a 
course of German lectures about unconscious 
pictures, and as a consequence of this fact, I 
have been asked to repeat that course here, so I 
had to make up my mind to interrupt my dream 
series and to give the same lectures in English 
which I have just given in German… I must 
explain to you that the lectures are about the 
development, one could say, of the transcendent 
function out of dreams, and the actual 
representation of those images which ultimately 
serve in the synthesis of the individual, - the 
reconciliation of the pairs of opposites and the 
whole process of symbol formation… (Visions 
Seminar, Volume I, p. [1]) 

 
An original Multigraph copy with the single-sided text. 
This is a regularly bound (sewn) book with very light tan, 
linen-like fabric boards. The spine in lettered in black. 
Otherwise, this is a well-preserved and clean copy of 
these interesting and important lectures by Jung.  

    



1933‐41         A Complete Set of First Edition Multigraph Copies  
of Jung’s Modern Psychology Seminars 

 

 
JUNG, C. G.  Modern Psychology, Notes on Lectures given at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, Zürich by Prof. Dr. 

C. G. Jung. [Privately printed], [Zürich], 1933-1941. Volume I: TP + Prefatory Note page + Restriction page + 1-77; Volume II: 
TP + Prefatory Note page + Restriction page + [1]-163; Volume III: TP + Preface + Restriction page + [1]-166; Volume IV: TP + 
Preface + Restriction page + [1]-142; Volume V: TP + Preface + Restriction page + 1-157; Volume VI: TP + Preface + Restriction 
page + 1-152; First Edition Multigraph Copies. 

$ 2,800 
 

A recent issue of the Philemon Foundation newsletter refers to these seminars as “seminal” to Jung’s work and notes that they “are 
at the center of Jung’s intellectual activity in the 1930s and form a critical part of his work in the 1940s and 1950s.”  

 
TITLES:  
 

The titles on these volumes vary. The first two are “Modern Psychology” but the other four are entitled “The Process of 
Individuation” with subtitles in the final three volumes as follows: Volume IV: Exercitia spirititualia of St. Ignatius of Loyola; 
Volume V: Alchemy. I; Volume VI: Alchemy II 

 

ILLUSTRATIONS:  
 

Each of these volumes contains at least a few printed illustrations while some contain many. Some of these illustrations are just an 
eighth of a page and others are full-page pictures.  

 
This seminar was originally given in German and then translated into English for publication. Barbara Hannah and Elizabeth Welsh 
were responsible for the editing of the first two volumes .The Prefatory Note to Volume I states that: 

 

The notes of these lectures, which were delivered in German at the E. T. H. Zürich, do not claim to be a verbatim report 
or literal translation. They aim at giving a clear outline of the main content of each lecture.  
 

Prof. Jung himself has not read the M.S., though he has been kind enough to help us with certain passages. Our warm 
thanks are to Miss Toni Wolff for her most valuable criticism and to Mrs. Fierz who assisted her.  
 

At the time these lectures were given there was no idea of circulation, so our own notes were quite inadequate. Miss Marie-
Jeanne Schmid was kind enough to lend us her excellent shorthand reports, which has formed the backbone of this record. 
We must however take the responsibilities for any errors 

 

The introductory remarks at the beginning of each of the other five volumes are similar to the above. 
 

Also included is the standard “restrictions page” which here reads:  “This Report is multigraphed for private circulation only. No 
part can be quoted for publication under any circumstances whatsoever.” 
 

Each volume is an original Multigraph copy with the single-sided text bound using three large staples. The covers are mottle light green 
and black boards with green canvas on the spines (except for volume II which has black canvas [as issued]) with gilt lettering giving 
titles and the years in which the presentations were made. With the most minor of bumps to the exteriors of the first five volumes. 
Volume IV has suffered a bit of warping of both the covers and the text from humidity. Otherwise, this is a beautiful set of these first 
edition copies of this seminar.  

   



   



1934‐42   A Complete First Edition Multigraph Set of Jung’s Famous Zarathustra Seminars 
 

JUNG, C. G..  Psychological Analysis of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra: Notes of the Seminar Given by Dr. C. G. Jung: [Privately 
Printed], Zurich, 1934-1939 + 1942.  Part 1: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + 
[1]-175; Part 2: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + [1]-209; Part 3: TP + 1 leaf = 
“Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + [1]-168; Part 4: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 
leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + 1-126; Part 5: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution 
Page + 1-151; Part 6: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + [1]-112; Part 7: TP + 1 
leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + 1-134; Part 8: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” 
+ 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + [1]-155; Part 9: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on 
Distribution Page + [1]-111; Part 10: TP + 1 leaf = “Edited by Mary Foote” + 1 leaf = Restrictions on Distribution Page + [1]-190; 
Index: TP + I-III = Table of the Chapters + 1-58;  8½” x 10¾,” A Complete Set of First Edition Multigraph Copies. 

$ 4,500 
When these seminars were republished in 1988, the description of the contents noted that: 
 

 As a young man growing up near Basel, Jung was fascinated and disturbed by tales of Nietzsche’s brilliance, eccentricity, 
and eventual decline into permanent psychosis. These volumes, the transcript of a previously unpublished private seminar, 
reveal the fruits of his initial curiosity: Nietzsche’s works, which he read as a student at the University of Basel, had moved 
him profoundly and had a life-long influence on his thought. During the sessions the mature Jung spoke informally to 
members of his inner circle about a thinker whose works had not only overwhelmed him with the depth of their 
understanding of human nature but also provided the philosophical sources of many of his own psychological and 
metaphychological ideas. Above all, he demonstrated how the remarkable book Thus Spake Zarathustra illustrates both 
Nietzsche’s genius and his neurotic and prepsychotic tendencies. 
 

Since there was at that time no thought of the seminar notes being published, Jung felt free to joke, to lash out at people 
and events that irritated and angered him, and to comment unreservedly on political, economic, and other public concerns 
of the time.  
 

These seminars were delivered in the highly charged political atmosphere of the day – spanning the early years of Hitler’s rise to 
power in Germany right up until just months before the beginning of the Second World War in September of 1939. As noted by 
Steven E. Aschheim in his outstanding book, The Nietzsche Legacy in Germany, 1890-1990 (University of California Press, 1994 
– p. 258): 
 

The same shaping context, the looming background of Nazism, helps to explain the marathon 1934-1939 Zurich seminar 
Jung held on Zarathustra.  Jung’s remarkable and sustained reflective project – with its deliciously detailed analysis of the 
inner workings and psychological structure of the Zarathustrian symbolic world – laid bare Zarathustra as illustrations and 
affirmations of his own psychological system and sought to uncover some the deeper, hidden connections between 
Nietzsche and national socialism. After initial hesitations, he told his students  
 

I myself agreed to risk the analysis of Zarathustra, chiefly because it is a very modern piece of work which has 
much to do with what is happening in our time; I thought it might be of great interest to look into the actual workings 
of the unconscious mind, which has anticipated all the great political and historical events of our time. 

 
Towards the end of the seminar Jung formulated its rationale in even blunter terms: 
 

Modern people follow Zarathustra. But he did not see that he was really anticipating the whole future development, 
that there would be a time when what he says here would come true. It is as if the whole world had heard of Nietzsche 
or read his books, and had consciously brought it about. Of course, they had not. He simply listened in to that 
underground process of the collective unconscious and he was able to realize it – he talked of it, but nobody else 
noticed it. Nevertheless, they all developed in that direction, and they would have developed in that direction even 
if there had been no Nietzsche. For they never understood it. Perhaps I am the only one who takes the trouble to go 
so much into the detail of Zarathustra – far too much, some people might think. So nobody actually realizes to what 
extent he was connected with the unconscious and therefore with the fate of Europe in general, for it is the same 
trouble all over the world. 
 

EDITION: 
 

The first three volumes offered here are clearly first editions – which come with different pagination than the second multilith 
printing. The first three volumes of the second edition printing were considerably shorter than this original edition – reducing their 
175, 209 & 168 pages to 128, 153 & 120 pages respectively. This shortening was done by retyping the text in a single-spaced rather 
than a double-spaced format. 



 
In volumes 7 & 9 someone has written in pencil above the date on the title pages: “1st Edition.”  
 
 

PROVENANCE:  
 

Six of these eleven volumes (1, 2, 3, 5, 8 & 10) have the signature of “Elizabeth G. Whitney” and her San Francisco address written 
on the front fly leaf in black ink. Volume 7 has the bookplate of Alice Eckstein affixed to the inside of the front cover. Volume 11 
has the address label for Elisabeth de Neufville Lehmann to the center of the front fly leaf.  

 
 

PRINT RUNS: 
 

The Beinecke Library holds original invoices for the printing of most of these volumes – along with other document which mention 
the length of the print run. From these documents, the following can be reconstructed regarding quantities and dates:   

 
Part 1: 100 copies printed 
Part 2: 100 copies printed [March 26, 1935] 
Part 3: 100 copies printed [July 1, 1935] 
Part 4: 105 copies printed [November 12, 1935] 
Part 5: 105 copies printed [February 29, 1936] 
Part 6: 120 copies printed [May, 1936] 
Part 7: 120 copies printed [August 18, 1936] 
Part 8: 150 copies printed [November 1937] 
Part 9: 150 copies printed [October 13, 1938] 
Part 10: 150 copies printed [May 11, 1939] 
Index: 110 copies printed [1942] 

 
 
 

Each multigraphed volume has single-sided pages and is bound with three large staples. The boards are dark grey / green and the 
spines are covered with black canvas tape with gilt lettering (except for Volume 1 which has recently renewed and unlettered black 
canvas tape and Volume 2 which has been retaped with the original spine laid down). Otherwise, all eleven of these volumes are in 
remarkable shape considering their age and use. A very pretty set of this rare printing of one of Jung’s most important seminars. 
 

   



   



1935    First Edition Multilith Copy of Jung’s Tavistock Lectures in London 
Ethel Kulshaw’s Numbered Copy 

 

JUNG, C. G.  Fundamental Psychological Conceptions / A Report of Five Lectures by C. G.  Jung, M.D., LL.D., Professor at 
the Federal Technical University, Zurich, given under the auspices of the Institute of Medical Psychology, Malet Place, London, 
W.C.1. September 30 – October 4, 1935.  [Privately Printed], London, 1936.  1 blank leaf + TP + Editor’s page + i = Restrictions 
page + ii = Prefatory Note + iii = Bibliographical References + [1]-89 + 89a + 90-235 + [238] = Printer’s information; 7½” x 9¾”. 
First Edition Numbered Multilith Copy (Number 130). 

$ 1,500 
 

COPY #130 – as noted by the handwritten notice at the bottom of page i.  
 

With 15 different line drawings reproduced throughout the text.  
 
Jung’s Tavistock Lectures, delivered in 
London in 1935, were meant to be, as he said 
in his introductory remarks, “a short outline 
of certain fundamental conceptions of 
psychology” (p. 1 of this book) – an outline 
that he proposed to break down into two 
main “chapters.”  
 

We have two main chapters to deal 
with, namely, on the one side the 
concepts concerning the structure of the 
unconscious mind and of the so-called 
contents of the unconscious; on the 
other, the methods used in the 
investigation of contents originating in 
the unconscious psychical processes. 
The second chapter has three parts, first, 
the word association method; second, 
the method of dream analysis; and third, 
the method of active imagination. (p. 2 
of this book) 

 

Ronald Hayman, in his A Life of Jung (W. 
W. Norton, New York, 1999), devotes six 
full pages to this seminar noting that it was 
here “that [Jung] introduced the subject of 
archetypes and the collective 
unconscious…” (p. 334).  
 

An original Multigraph copy with single-sided 
pages – the printer information page noting: 
“Duplicated by the / Belsize Typewriting Bureau 
/ 29, Howitt Road, London, N.W.3 / Primrose 
2846.” Bound using three large staples. The 
covers are boards with a brownish printed weave 
pattern and the spine covered with green canvas. 
The covers are lightly worn with a paper label 
affixed to the top-center of the front cover with 
the written information: “Fundamental P. 
Concepts /London 1936”. With the name “Ethel 
Kulshaw” hand-written in pencil across the top 
of the front free end paper beneath which she has 
also written “New York 1936.” Overall, a lovely 
copy of this extremely scarce numbered printing 
of Jung’s Tavistock Lectures.  

 
 



1937/8  Jung Psychoanalyses the Dreams of Nobel Prize Physicist Wolfgang Pauli  
in this First Edition Multigraph Copies of His Bailey Island and New York Seminars 

 
 

JUNG, C. G.  Dream Symbols of the Individuation Process by C. G.  Jung of Küsnacht-bei-Zürich, Switzerland [Privately 
Printed], [No place but most likely New York], 1937 / 1938. Volume I: TP + Notes Committee page + 1-214; Volume II: TP + Notes 
Committee page + 1-148 + 4 blank leaves; 8½” x 11”. First Edition Multigraph Copies.  

$ 1,200 
 

The “New York Troika” – Kristine Mann, Esther 
Harding and Eleanor Bertine – spent summers at Mann's 
ancestral summer community on Maine’s Bailey Island. 
Here they established their practices in the summer and 
saw patients from all parts of the United States.  
 
In 1936 Jung traveled to Bailey Island to present his 
Bailey Island Seminar, the first of his two-part 
American seminar Dream Symbols. The second part, 
known as his New York Seminar was held in New York 
one year later.  
 
The Dreamer in this seminar was later identified as the 
prominent physicist Wolfgang Pauli and Sonu 
Shamdasani, one of Jung’s principal modern 
interpreters, has characterized these seminars Jung’s 
“major presentation of the archetypic nature of dreams” 
(Jung and the Making of Modern Psychology, 
Cambridge University Press, 2003, p. 153).  
 
PROVENANCE:  

 

With a small vertical sticker to the top edge of the left 
front cover of both books reading “Violet” and the 
handwritten former owner’s signature (“V. de 
Laszlo”) to the top of the front free endpaper. Dr. de 
Laszlo was a regular attendee at Jung’s seminars 
going back to the first one held in Cornwall in 1923. 
She was the editor of several collections of Jung’s 
writings, most prominently the Modern Library 
edition of his “Basic Writings.”  

 

Original bound Multigraph copies with single-sided pages. 
Both books come in original green boards with darker green 
spines. Both books have the small vertical label to the front 
cover (described above) along with a small blank white strip 
on the spine. Both covers have hand written titles in green 
marker with an additional title handwritten in black. With 
the signature “V. de Laszlo” in green marker to the front free 
endpaper. A lovely matched set with an impressive 
provenance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1938/9   “Fundamental” and “Detailed Introduction to the Method of Dream 
Interpretation” in Jung’s Second Kinderträume Seminar 

 

JUNG, C. G.  Psychologishe Interpretation von Kinderträumen und älterer Literatur über Träume, Seminar von Prof. Dr. 
C.G. Jung, Wintersemester 1938/39 (Psychological Interpretation of Children’s Dreams and Old Works on Dreams…), 
Eidgenossische Technische Hockschule, Zürich, [nd].  1 blank leaf + TP + Editor’s page + Restriction page + [i]-[ii] = 
Inhaltsverzeichnis + 1-217 + 1 blank page; 8¼” x 11¼”. Second Edition Multigraph Copy. 

$ 250 
 

In their Introduction to the publication of an English translations of these seminars entitled Children’s Dreams, Notes from the 
Seminar Given in 1936-1940 (Princeton University Press, 2008), the editors, Lorenz Jung and Maria Meyer-Grass, note that in this 
seminar “Jung presented a detailed introduction to the method of dream interpretation. We consider it to be so fundamental 
that we have placed it, disregarding chronology, at the beginning of the present volume.”  

 
An original Multigraph copy with single-sided text. Bound in the original textured ivory covers that were used for most of these second 
printings. Very minor wear to the exterior.  With the imprinted spine title: “Kinder- / Träume / W.S. / 1938-39.” A lovely clean and tight 
second edition copy of the second of Jung’s Kinderträume Lectures.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



1938/9                First Edition Multigraph of the English Translation 
     of Jung’s Second Children’s Dreams Seminar 

 

JUNG, C. G.  Psychological Interpretation of Children’s Dreams, Notes on Lectures given by Prof. Dr. C. G. Jung at the 
Eidgenössosche Technische Hochschule, Zurich, Autumn-Winter 1938-1939, [Privately Printed], [Zürich], [1939].  TP + 
Editor/Translator page + Restrictions page + 1-143; 8” x 10¾”. First Edition Multigraph Copy of the English Translation. 

 

$ 750 
This translation was made by Mary Foote “with the kind help of Cornelia Brunner.”  
 

The editors of the modern reissue of this text considered it to be “so fundamental” in its “detailed introduction to the method 
of dream interpretation” that they disregarded strict chronology and placed it first in their 2008 edition of the Children’s Dreams 
Seminars.  

 
An original Multigraph copy with single-sided pages, bound using three large staples. The covers are marbled red and black boards. The 
spine is covered with black canvas that has gilt lettering: “Children’s Dreams / 1938 / 1939.” Aside from a couple of scratches on the 
front cover and asmall abrasion to the lower center of the front cover, this is a remarkably well preserved copy of this English translation 
of Jung’s second Kinderträume Lecture.  

  



1939/40       Second Multigraph Printing of Jung’s 3rd Kinderträume Seminar 
 

JUNG, C. G.  Psychologishe Interpretation von Kinderträumen, Seminar von Prof. Dr. C.G. Jung, Wintersemester 1939/40 
(Psychological Interpretation of Children’s Dreams…), Eidgenossische Technische Hockschule, Zürich, [nd].  TP + [i] = Editor’s 
page + [ii] = Restriction page + [iii] = Inhaltsverzeichnis + 1-195 + 2 blank leaves; 8⅛” x 11⅜”. Third Multigraph Printing. 

 
$ 250 

 

In their Introduction to the publication of an English translation of 
these seminars entitled Children’s Dreams, Notes from the Seminar 
Given in 1936-1940 (Princeton University Press, 2008), the editors, 
Lorenz Jung and Maria Meyer-Grass, note that each of the 
Children’s Dreams Seminars followed a similar format: 
 

At the beginning of each of the meetings of the seminar, which 
lasted for about two academic (fifty-minute) hours, a dream 
interpretation or a book report was presented. These materials 
had been assigned to the participants by C.G. Jung at the 
beginning of the semester. Then the topic was amplified in a 
sometimes circuitous discussion. Some participants took down 
more or less accurate notes of the discussion, which were 
compiled at the end of the semester.  (p. xiv) 

 
They also note that one of the great benefits of reading the 
transcripts of these seminars is the opportunity to “see C. G. Jung in 
a different light.”  
 

Here, his human side, his humor, and his satirical vein come to 
the fore as he takes a closer look at others and at himself. The 
– sometimes unguarded – irony with which he does this bears 
special witness to his lively and straightforward temperament. 
The reader is reminded again and again, in a pleasantly 
provocative manner, that the seminar’s subject is not just a 
sterile theory, but the actual, lived reality of the child, and thus 
life as such.  

  
Bound in the original textured ivory covers that were used for these later 
printings. Beautifully preserved copy with the imprinted spine title: 
“Kinder- / Träume / W.S. / 1939-40.” Overall, a very pretty and well-
preserved copy of this second printing of Jung’s third Kinderträume 
Lectures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



1939     First Edition Multigraph Copy of the Greatly Revised 1932 Index  
Now Including the Analytic Seminar of 1925 

 
 

BRINER, Mary. [Chronologic Order of Dreams & Visions], [Privately printed], [Zürich], June 22, 1939.  1 blank leaf + Foreword 
page + 1-59 with blank leaves inserted after pages 20, 28, 39, 40, 43, 48, 49, 53 and 59 [which is consistent with other copies we 
have seen]; 8½” x 10¾”. First Edition Multigraph Copy. 

$ 150 
 

The 1932 Index – of which only 100 copies were 
printed – was compiled by Carol Sawyer and 
includes a “Chronological Order of Dreams and 
Visions” (pp. 1-8), a “List of Books Mentioned in 
Notes” (pp. 9-10) and a word “Index” (pp. 12-
36).   
 

The 1939 update by Mary Briner notes that: 
 

This index covers the Notes of the English 
Seminars of 1925 to Winter 1934. It 
includes a word index, a digest of the 
Dreams and Visions arranged 
chronologically, and a list of books which, 
though not entirely complete, will, it is 
hoped, serve as a guide for reference 
reading. This list is indexed under author. 
The index made by Mrs. Baumann [sic?] of 
the Dreams and Visions from Autumn 1928 
to Spring 1932 has been incorporated 
without change… 
 

The index was made from the second 
edition of the 1925 Notes. As the page 
numbers of the first and second edition do 
not always exactly correspond to each other, 
there is in some places, a variation of one 
page between the numbers given in the 
index and the page numbers of the first 
edition. The second edition of the Dreams 
and Visions is not the same as the original 
edition, therefore in the second edition the 
numbers which refer to the index have been 
placed in the margin in brackets.  

 

In this later Index, the “Chronological Order of 
Dreams and Visions” is on pages 1-10, the “List 
of Books Mentioned in Notes” goes from pages 
11 to 15 and the word “Index” covers pages 16 
through 59.  I can ascertain no supportable 
reason for the presence and the placement of so 
many blank leaves within the text.   
 

An original Multigraph copy with the single-sided 
text bound using three staples. The covers are 
black/tan boards. The spines are covered with 
matching canvas tape. The spine of this 1939 Index 
is lettered: “Index /19 / 25 / - / 19 / 34”. There is a 
small triangular piece of the front cover marbled 
paper has been bent back and the bottom edge of the 
spine is a bit worn. Otherwise, a well-preserved copy.   

 
 



1944          First Edition of Jung’s Influential Psychologie und Alchemie  
 
 

JUNG, C. G.. Psychologie und Alchemie. Rascher Verlang, Zurich, 1944  1 leaf with publisher’s device + TP + 5-696, Octavo. 
First Edition. 

$ 125 
 

Lavishly illustrated with images, drawings and paintings from Alchemy and other mythological sources including Christianity, the 
book is another example of Jung's immense erudition and fascination with the eso- and exoteric expressions of spirituality and the 
psyche in religion and mysticism. 
 
Here Jung argues for a reevaluation of the symbolism of Alchemy as being intimately related to the psychoanalytical process. Using 
a cycle of dreams of one of his patients he shows how the symbols used by the Alchemists occur in the psyche as part of the reservoir 
of mythological images drawn upon by the individual in their dream states. Jung draws an analogy between the Great Work of the 
Alchemists and the process of reintegration and individuation of the psyche in the modern psychiatric patient. 
 
In drawing these parallels, he reinforces the universal nature of his theory of the archetype and makes an impassioned argument for 
the importance of spirituality in the psychic health of modern man.  
 

Original publisher’s gold cloth with gilt lettering on the front board and spine. The spine is light sunned. Otherwise, a clean, tight and 
bright copy of this important work by Jung.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


